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The state of Israel and its special relationship with the United
States have been political realities for the better half of the twentieth
century. Indeed, the fulfillment of political Zionism in the creation of
a Jewish state has colored the interpretations of some scholars’
assessment of the pre-1948 period, often leading to a Zionocentric
interpretation of U.S. interwar history. In a recent article published in
American Jewish History,1 Rafael Medoff discusses the historiography
of American Zionism and points to the somewhat unbalanced
treatment of pre-World War II Zionism. Even though new scholarship
has been more willing to scrutinize controversial topics, these studies
have not paid enough attention to the phenomenon of non-Zionism
as an important aspect of the American Zionist experience.
The years of the Hoover administration, in particular, have been
largely ignored and an analysis of the triangular relationship between
Hoover, Palestine, and the American Jewish community is long
overdue. A closer look at the Palestine riots of August 1929 will shed
new light on the American response to the crisis and reveal that the
non-Zionism of key members of the American Jewish leadership
influenced the degree of Jewish activism and intervention at high
levels of government and in turn affected Hoover’s attitude and policy
on Zionism.
A Zionocentric approach to interwar history deemphasizes the
complex nature of Zionism and its nuanced relationship to American
Jewish identity. There is a large body of literature discussing the nature
of American Zionism and most historians acknowledge its
uniqueness, since American Zionists, for the most part, do not
envision migration to Palestine as the final and inescapable conclusion
to Jewish nationalism.2 Consequently, American Jews, though
supportive of a Jewish national home in Palestine, did not personally
participate in the creation of it, and according to some scholars, the
price of this cultural Zionism was its inability to respond to the
cataclysmic events of the 1930s and 1940s. This interpretation,
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however, glosses over two significant points. First, it washes over the
finer nuances of American Zionism that encompass a wide spectrum
of ideas and internal divisions. Second, it endorses the “what if”
approach to history: If American Jews had been better Zionists, they
would have been better equipped to deal with the refugee crisis and
the Holocaust. Henry Feingold takes issue with the “what if”approach
and deplores the Zionocentric discussion of American Jewish history.
He also points to the fact that the wholesale Zionization of American
Jewry was neither accomplished by ideological nor cultural Zionism,
but by the reality of the refugee crisis.3
The Zionocentric approach also spills over into discussions
concerning the dynamics between Zionism and U.S. foreign policy.
Some studies charge that the Hoover administration had legal
grounds to play a more activist role in Palestinian affairs and criticize
the U.S. government’s reluctance on behalf of a Jewish national home
in Palestine. State Department elitism and traditional WASP attitudes
did play a role in formulating an anti-Zionist policy, but it would
amount to historical reductionism to ignore other determining factors,
both domestic and foreign. Any critical analysis must take into account
such issues as the appeal of political Zionism to American Jews, the
role and influence of anti-Zionists and/or non-Zionists, the principles
and guidelines of Hoover’s foreign policy, the burgeoning
rapprochement between the United States and Great Britain, and last
but not least, the particular circumstances surrounding Palestine as a
mandate of Great Britain and a hotbed of competing interests.4
Furthermore, a Zionocentric interpretation sometimes leads to an
overestimation of the potency and uniformity of Jewish mobilization.
Given the complexity of the Zionist movement during the interwar
period and the diversity of opinions and actions within the Jewish
community, notions of the Zionist lobby determining or even
modifying policy are farfetched.5
And finally, not only have historians paid little attention to the
dynamics between Zionism and the Hoover administration, but as yet
no study has analyzed or even chronicled Herbert Hoover’s
relationship with the American Jewish community. Many of the issues
that have been debated exhaustively by Hoover historians like Joan
Hoff, David Burner, Lloyd Craig, and Martin Fausold also reappear in
his relations with American Jews. The many facets of Hoover’s
character—engineer, progressive, humanitarian, aggressive introvert,
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and administrative genius—are briefly touched upon and provide the
parameters for an analysis of Hoover’s persona.6
The official U.S. response to Zionism and its aspirations for a
Jewish national home in Palestine has followed a consistent historical
pattern with different levels of government showing varying degrees
of sympathy for Jewish nationalism in the Holy Land. Historically,
Congress showed the strongest support and sympathy for Zionism
and endorsed the idea of a Jewish national home as early as 1922. The
executive branch has been somewhat less supportive, although every
president since Woodrow Wilson has issued a statement of sympathy
for the Palestine enterprise. The least support for Zionism has come
from the State Department, where various officials were affiliated with
the Protestant mission in the Middle East and thus showed keen
interest in Arab nationalism and self-determination. At times the
department has even shown outright hostility to the Zionist cause.7
The divided attitude of the U.S. government toward Zionism was
especially obvious during the early years of the Palestine Mandate,
when American Zionism was itself in disarray and debating various
political and ideological aims. It was not until August 1929 that leaders
of the Zionist and non-Zionist communities joined hands and
established the Enlarged Jewish Agency to create a more united effort
in building the Jewish national home in Palestine. This joint
agreement rested on the willingness of both sides to advance the
social and economic development of Palestine, whereby non-Zionists
were the designated fund-raisers and expected to bankroll such
projects. Although non-Zionists encouraged Zionism’s practical work
in and for the Holy Land, they fervently rejected its underlying
philosophy. The concept of non-Zionism in the United States centered
on its opposition to a nationalist ideology. The non-Zionists persisted
in their own definition of the term “Jewish national home,” agreeing
with the Zionists that the Jews were in Palestine by right and therefore
were entitled to develop the land without prejudice to the Arab
population, but denying at the same time that the Jews were entitled
to claim political sovereignty.8
The non-Zionist position is probably best illustrated in a letter
from Louis Marshall, the powerful chairman of the American Jewish
Committee (AJC), to Heinrich Stern of Berlin. “Let me premise by
saying that I have never been a member of the Zionist Organization,
that I am not a nationalist, and that I take pride in my American
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citizenship and in my loyalty to Judaism.
At the same time I have always felt an
inner urge in favor of the up building [sic]
of Palestine, in seeking to afford to such
Jews as desired to take up their homes in
the land of our fathers.”9 Shortly before
the creation of the Enlarged Jewish
Agency in August 1929, the so-called
pact of glory between Zionist and nonZionist Jews, Marshall warned Chaim
Weizmann, president of the World
Zionist Organization in London, that “it
was important that the non-Zionists of
this country—and the same is true of
those of other lands—should not be
called upon to surrender any of their
Louis Marshall
(courtesy American Jewish Archives)
convictions on matters which may be
termed political in their nature, and that
to use an American expression, the idea of ‘nationalism’ should not be
‘rubbed in.’”10
With Zionism not clearly defined and encompassing a wide
spectrum of interpretations, the response of the U.S. government to
Zionist issues and events in Palestine has to be carefully evaluated.
Historical studies have indicted the Hoover administration with
charges ranging from aloofness, inaction, and indifference to outright
hostility toward Zionist aspirations in the Holy Land. Yet, the
movement of political Zionism was small, struggling to attract
membership, to establish larger ground in the predominantly nonZionist American Jewish community, and to increase access to the
White House. Louis Lipsky, the head of the Zionist Organization of
America (ZOA), did not gain access to the Hoover White House. Max
Rhoade, the designated Zionist lobbyist in Washington, only
communicated with Hoover’s secretaries and was unable to gain the
president’s ear even during the Palestine crisis of August 1929. The
ZOA’s lack of centralized planning, coordination of resources, and
sense of timing produced no tangible results.11 The non-Zionist
shtadlanim of the American Jewish community, on the other hand,
more readily fit the task of lobbying. Men like Louis Marshall and Felix
M. Warburg had easier access to heads of both Jewish and non-Jewish
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organizations, to government officials, and even to the chief executive,
thereby considerably shaping Hoover’s outlook and approach toward
Zionist issues.
Hoover’s acquaintance with members of the American Jewish
community and his familiarity with some of their issues and concerns
went back as far as 1917. Then appointed to head the American Food
Administration and later the American Relief Administration (ARA)
under President Wilson, Hoover quickly gained a reputation for
efficiently managing relief throughout Europe. It was at this time that
a young Jew named Lewis L. Strauss offered his services free of charge
to Hoover and served as his private secretary in relief efforts
throughout Europe. Strauss not only became one of Hoover’s most
trusted friends but was devoted to him like a son. Two years with
Hoover and European relief work led to Strauss’s job with Kuhn, Loeb
& Co.,12 which in turn introduced him to influential Republican
German-Jewish leaders like Felix Warburg and Louis Marshall.
Hoover, who had a tendency to rely on the expertise of trusted friends
and advisors, gained in Strauss a valuable counsel on Jewish matters
and a liaison between the Jewish community and American relief
work in war-torn Europe.13
Hoover’s record on aiding the Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee (JJDC) relief efforts in Eastern Europe during and after
World War I earned him a reputation as a humanitarian and special
friend of the Jewish people and brought him into contact with the
leading philanthropists of the American Jewish community. As early
as 1920 Lewis Strauss wrote a feature article for the American Hebrew
on Herbert C. Hoover and the Jews of Eastern Europe in which he
painted Hoover as a champion of Jewish rights.14
Since the primary efforts of American non-Zionists in the 1920s
concentrated on European relief and issues affecting the rights of
religious minorities, Hoover, as secretary of commerce, was contacted
in his capacity as an efficient manager of relief and as a humanitarian.
In the aftermath of the postwar Red Scare and in the context of the
twenties’ resurgent nativism, Hoover’s messages regarding the idea
and realization of a Jewish homeland in Palestine praised the project’s
quality as “an asylum for the less fortunate masses of Jewish people.”
The secretary of commerce, however, was careful to remind Jewish
Americans that “America must be their real homeland.”15 Hoover then
shared the non-Zionist view and objective of Jewish nation-building
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in Palestine. As an engineer and progressive he showed keen interest
in the social and economic development of Palestine and admired the
technological accomplishments of Jewish pioneers. But as an
American of the nativist 1920s, Hoover was concerned about any
semblance of dual loyalty or unpatriotic activity.
In the wake of the 1928 presidential election, Hoover received
high praise from members of the Jewish community, especially from
those who had been in personal contact with him during the relief
work in Europe.16 A 1929 booklet, chronicling and celebrating the relief
efforts of the JJDC, was dedicated to Hoover the humanitarian. A
campaign circular, written in English and Yiddish by Rabbi Abraham
Burstein and distributed in New York, referred to Hoover as “The
Modern Moses of WarStricken Europe: He led Israel
out of Slavery of Starvation
and Despair.”17
Yet, while Hoover’s record on
Jewish matters was well
known among his nonZionist friends, most Jews
were unaware of his service
on behalf of European Jews.
Louis Marshall, head of the
American Jewish Committee,
Mr. & Mrs. Felix M. Warburg and Dr. & Mrs. Chaim
the
largest
Jewish
Weizmann at the United Palestine Appeal Conference,
organization
in
the
United
Boston, 1928
(courtesy American Jewish Archives)
States at the time, realized
that and therefore advised Hoover against any last-minute effort to
increase the Jewish vote. This would be hypocritical of a Republican
Party that only tended to court Jewish voters around election time.18
Felix Warburg agreed, praising Hoover for his character and the fact
that he was not like professional politicians who purposely catered to
Jews in order to get their votes. Hoover, according to Warburg, was
even uncomfortable with the idea of advertising his actions on behalf
of the Jews. “Knowing Mr. Hoover as I do, however, I am convinced
that these and other facts [Hoover’s humanitarian work] can only be
used in the campaign without his consent and therefore with great
circumspection. He is extremely sensitive and would be embarrassed
to find political capital manufactured from actions which he feels are
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personal, and only in the line of duty to his fellow men.”19
Little did Hoover know that the first foreign policy crisis of his
presidency would involve Jewish America and the Zionist venture in
Palestine. Political Zionism and American interests in Palestine were
brought to the fore when, in the early months of the Hoover
administration, the British mandate was badly shaken by a week of
murder, pillage, and destruction. In August 1929 Arabs openly
attacked Jews in Jerusalem, and rioting quickly spread throughout the
country, leaving hundreds dead, including eight American Jews. The
riots resulted from a dispute over religious observances at the Western
Wall in Jerusalem and laid bare contradictory British pledges to both
Arabs and Jews. The former were armed with the Husayn-McMahon
correspondence and its promise of an independent Arab state, the
latter with the Balfour Declaration’s endorsement of a Jewish national
home in Palestine. In order to preserve British control in Palestine and
to maintain the colonial upper hand throughout the Empire, a swift
response was deemed necessary.20
In addition to constituting days of reckoning for the newly elected
British Labour government, the Palestine riots also forced the U.S.
government to define its interests in Palestine. As has already been
noted, a 1922 congressional resolution21 supported a Jewish national
home in Palestine, and every administration since Woodrow Wilson’s
had declared its sympathy for Jewish aspirations in the Holy Land.
Moreover, an Anglo-American treaty of 1924 included the text of the
Balfour Declaration and gave the United States the same rights in
Palestine as any member of the League of Nations. These
pronouncements, some historians argue, provided the Hoover
administration with a basis to act on behalf of Zionist interests. But
more than political resolutions and treaties guided Hoover’s course of
action. Hoover was in the midst of cultivating an Anglo-American
partnership as the cornerstone of his structure of peace and
disarmament and he was not about to sour the atmosphere of
rapprochement with an American policy of intervention. Moreover,
Hoover relied on the expertise of trusted friends and advisors to
provide him with insights into the nature of American Zionism and its
agenda.22
The American public and media closely followed the
developments in Palestine. As the situation escalated and after the
American consul in Jerusalem, Paul Knabenshue, reported that eight
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Americans had died in the riots, the State Department received a
veritable deluge of letters from all sections of society, urging the U.S.
government to intervene on behalf of Jewish Americans and their
property in Palestine. After years of existing as an outcast at the fringes
of American society, the movement of Zionism received new
momentum and mobilized the American Jewish community to action,
invoking increased sympathy for the yishuv.23
Hoover received a Zionist delegation at the White House, and in
a statement presented at a mass meeting at Madison Square Garden
in New York City on August 29, 1929, he expressed his “profound
sympathy” for the Palestine sufferers. Still, in both instances, the
president made it clear that he had full confidence in the British
government’s ability to restore order. Included in Hoover’s message of
sympathy was his 1928 speech as secretary of commerce in which he
praised the work of American Jews for the upbuilding of Palestine.
Like his non-Zionist friends, Hoover encouraged Jewish settlement
and development of the Holy Land, yet he stopped short of endorsing
the creation of a Jewish nation-state. Herman Bernstein, a close friend
of Hoover and the one accorded by the Arrangement Committee of
the Madison Square Mass Meeting to read the president’s telegram of
sympathy and encouragement, assured the chief executive that all
speakers at this event heeded the president’s advice and eliminated
from their speeches several paragraphs that contained fierce attacks
on the British government.24
Various leaders of the American Jewish community supported the
Hoover administration’s cautious course of action. Henry Rose of the
National News Service notified Hoover that he had mailed an
announcement throughout the United States regarding the situation
in Palestine, calling for a halt of criticism directed against the
administration. While the Palestine disturbances awakened American
Zionism to an increased commitment toward a Jewish national home
in Palestine, criticizing the British inability to quell the riots and
demanding U.S. intervention, leaders of the non-Zionist GermanJewish establishment pursued a more cautious course and behindthe-scenes diplomacy. Warburg, as head of the American
Administrative Committee of the Jewish Agency for Palestine,25
advised his friends in the Jewish community to express confidence in
the British ability to suppress the riots and thereby secure the Hoover
administration’s sympathy.
Upon news of the Palestine disturbances, the AJC called an
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emergency meeting and turned to Lewis Strauss for information on
Hoover’s attitude and intended course of action. Strauss had spent the
weekend with Hoover at his retreat in Camp Rapidan, and as a
member of the AJC’s executive committee he reported that the
president had full confidence in the British government’s ability to
deal with the Palestine situation.26 After members of the executive
committee had discussed whether they should petition the U.S.
president to dispatch a warship to Haifa in order to protect the lives
and property of American citizens in Palestine, they unanimously
decided to wait for Warburg’s opinion on the matter.27
Warburg, who was known for his friendship with Hoover, also had
connections with British Prime Minister Sir Ramsay MacDonald and
was therefore in the best position to advise the proper course of
action. Shuttling back and forth between the United States and Great
Britain, Warburg cautioned American Jews not to criticize the British
and convinced them to abandon the idea of sending a naval vessel to
Haifa, at least for the time being. Bernstein’s recommendations were
colored by the sentiments of the president, who he reported had
expressed strong opposition to American intervention in what was a
purely British matter and to the dispatch of an American warship,
which he believed would unduly embarrass the British.28
A week after the outbreak of rioting in Palestine, the British were
able to get the situation under control, and as a result the
correspondence between members of the AJC gradually lost urgency.
By September 1, 1929, the AJC released a radio cable stating that
strong representation of Jewish concerns had been made to both
President Hoover and Secretary of State Henry Stimson and that
“everything possible” had been done.29 In the same vein, Warburg,
during his voyage on the SS Homeric from England to the United
States, noted in his diary that the time had come for the mandatory
government, Arab, and Jew to join hands “in constructive
understanding and cooperation.”30 He also sent a telegram to Strauss
in which he expressed support of the British and authorized the latter
to convey its content to Hoover.31
In the riots’ aftermath Warburg continued to support the British
government and policy in Palestine. During the historic visit of Sir
Ramsay MacDonald to the United States in October 1929 in order to
strengthen the Anglo-American alliance on disarmament, he headed
the delegation of American Jews to meet with the prime minister.
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Chaim Weizmann, head of the World Zionist Organization, had
arranged the meeting between MacDonald and Warburg and
cautioned the latter that nothing should be done to make the prime
minister’s stay in the United States unpleasant. While a British
commission was underway to investigate the causes of the
disturbances, Weizmann was careful to abstain from criticism and
advised his American colleagues
to do the same.32
Yet, Weizmann’s apparent
attempt to put up a united Zionist
front in support of the British was
shattered by the organizational
chaos
and
administrative
problems of American Jewry.
Warburg
found
himself
increasingly at odds with the ZOA
and was deeply upset that
Chaim Weizmann(left) with Albert
American Jews were not taken Einstein(right) in New York City, 1921
seriously since all decision- (courtesy American Jewish Archives)
making power lay in London.33 He
also became more and more concerned about the implications of
Jewish nationalism and Zionist unwillingness to come to an
agreement on a united policy, which was the “immediate
establishment of livable conditions”in Palestine.34 James Marshall, son
of the late Louis Marshall and another prominent non-Zionist, feared
that the pronounced nationalism of the more outspoken Zionists
would turn liberal opinion against American Jews and against
American support for Palestine. “No one will look with favor on a
repetition in Asia Minor of the situation in the Balkans. There are
already enough instances known too well to the Jews, of one racial or
cultural group seeking to dispossess the other, without adding the
Jews to such predatory group.”35
The non-Zionists under Warburg’s leadership saw their
immediate responsibility after the Palestine disturbances in providing
relief.36 Based on his longstanding experience as head of the JJDC and
supporting relief work in Europe, Warburg’s concern lay with the
yishuv and the economic and social welfare of Palestine. Hoover, the
engineer, shared this interest in progressive projects, and Hoover, the
humanitarian, could relate to the Jewish suffering. As secretary of
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commerce and as president, Hoover had expressed sympathy for the
nation-building in Palestine, but his public
and private statements did not endorse a
Zionist state.
Lewis Strauss, as the chief’s loyal
secretary and lifelong friend, brought
Jewish issues and concerns before him and
did everything in his capacity as a liaison to
leaders of the American Jewish community
to advance Hoover’s popularity with
American Jews. Even after his presidency,
Strauss continued to keep Hoover abreast
of Jewish concerns. As early as 1933
Hoover the humanitarian deplored the
situation of German Jews. While he failed
to see the racial component in the Lewis L. Strauss
antisemitism of Nazi Germany, the (courtesy American Jewish Archives)
injustice against German Jews offended his strong beliefs in classic
individualism: “It is not only the abhorrent bigotry of religious
persecution that outrages every liberty-loving person, but the denial of
common rights of men to earn their living, to conduct their
businesses, and practice their professions.”37 In 1967 Strauss, by then
a retired admiral, offered a postmortem appraisal of the chief’s racial
attitudes:“He appreciated talent. He didn’t care whether the man who
had it was of his political persuasion. He was absolutely color-blind as
to race, and he didn’t care anything about denomination.”38
Felix Warburg was a staunch supporter of the Republican Party
and never lost his confidence in Hoover’s leadership ability or in the
latter’s friendship for the Jews. When, in the wake of the 1929 riots,
Hoover seemed reluctant and indifferent in the eyes of many
American Zionists, others, primarily non-Zionists, concurred with the
administration’s policy and saw the best course of action in
unremitting support of U.S. policy and British action in Palestine.
It was not until 1932, when Hoover was in bad shape politically,
that Strauss advised him to leave no stone unturned before election
day and send a pro-Zionist message to the ZOA convention. Upon
news that Democratic hopeful Franklin D. Roosevelt had announced
his sympathy for a Jewish Palestine, Strauss thought it imperative that
Hoover follow suit. Hoover’s pro-Zionist statement to the ZOA
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celebrating the fifteenth anniversary of the Balfour Declaration was
the only time the president referred to the 1922 congressional
resolution that endorsed a Jewish national home in Palestine. Faced
with relentless attacks on his character and presidency and in an
attempt to increase his chances at the polls, Hoover was apparently
finally ready to throw aside State Department concerns that the
congressional resolution was neither a binding document nor a
legitimate expression of U.S. foreign policy.39
But even a concerted effort by the National Republican
Committee to increase Hoover’s popularity among Jews could not
revive an already moribund campaign and avert the impending
disappointment at the polls. Although articles like Edward
Rosenblum’s “What Hoover has done for the Jews”again underscored
Hoover’s exemplary record of humanitarianism and his personal
interest in the Jews, a majority of Jews cast their vote for the
Democratic ticket. Roosevelt had not made any special promises to
American Jews, but as Max Rhoade, the ZOA lobbyist in Washington,
put it, a Democratic administration was bound to continue the Wilson
tradition with its strong commitment to the Balfour Declaration and
the establishment of a Jewish national home. And though Roosevelt’s
New Deal would launch a social revolution that turned many Jews
from a low-prestige ethnic minority into an elite component of
society, his support for Zionism and the establishment of a Jewish
national home did not go beyond Hoover’s. After entering the White
House, Roosevelt would downplay any such commitments and word
his congratulatory messages to Zionists very carefully.40
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